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Species, Stuff , and Patterns of Causation

FrankC. KeilandDanielC. Richard
son

Adults acrossall cultures seemto think about biological phenomenain distinct
ways that are not found in other domains of knowledge. Thought
about the living world has its own particular nature that may be different
from thought about artifacts and the nonliving natural world . Perhapsthe
most fundamentalunit of that apparently specialkind of biological thought
is the concept of the species: the basic ontological kind around which so
much of folk biology seemsto be organized. If this is correct, it is in many
ways quite extraordinary, for the phenomenaldifferencesbetweenplants and
animalsseemso enormousthat it is remarkablethat they nonethelessmight
be conceivedas vastly more similar to eachother than either is to other sorts
of kinds. In this essay, we ask how it is that speciesmight be thought of so
differently and on what psychologicalbasis.
At the most general level, two , nonmutually exclusive possibilities might
explain this phenomenon: (1) there is something in the information about
biological speciesthat is structured so differently that it shapeslearning differently
and results in different kinds of cognitive structures for thinking
about species
; and (2) humans have certain intrinsic cognitive blases that
lead them to think about speciesin very different ways. The task here is to
explore the details of such possibilities and their relative roles. To frame the
problem, it is useful to seehow eachpossibility could be the only account.
For example, it might be that the informational patterns associatedwith
biological kinds result in different kinds of knowledge structuresbeing created
by completely gener"a1learningcapacitiesin humans. The kinds of features
seen in living things and the patterns of correlation formed among
them over time might result in knowledge of a distinctive type, but that
knowledge reflects nothing about any a priori human expectations about
living things. A variety of general learning devices, given the kind of information
associatedwith living kinds, would tend to represent that information
distinctively and then sequesterthat information into a coherentdomain
of biological thought.
.Such an approachwas implementedin a connectionist model by McRae,
de Sa, and Seidenberg(1997). From a large body of feature norms, they
found that. living kinds had a greater density of intercorrelatedfeaturesthan

artifacts and that this distinction could explain the results of severalpriming
studiesthat revealedlatency differencesbetween the two kinds. Furthermore,
they claimedthat an attrador network that had distributed knowledge of the
empirically derived feature norms could simulate the samesort of behavior
in priming tasks. Of course, priming results alone are hardly enough reason
to supposethat the correspondingliving kind conceptswere fundamentally
different in structure, but the work done by McRae and his colleaguesillustrates
how suchan argumentmight proceed.!
Alternatively , it might be exceedingly difficult to specify any objective
informational patterns that set aside plants and animals as a distinct kind
with its own rich internal structure; instead, humans may carry with them
certain cognitive blasesto interpret information about speciesin highly distinctive
and unique ways. Thus, extremely simple perceptualfeaturesshared
by animals and plants (perhaps a kind of &actal structure seen more commonly
in living things) might trigger a cascadeof predeterminedcognitive
blasesthat make learning and the resulting conceptsof biological kinds radically
different &om oth~r conceptsof kinds. There may be some real informational
differencesas well, suchas differing densitiesof featureclusters, but
this view would argue that those differencesfar underdeterminethe nature
and kind of specializationsseenin biological thought.
We argue that there may be misleading assumptions and misconceptions
about the nature of the distinctive information and about the blases
that color our notions of what biological thought is like; also, the ensuing
misconceptionsabout biological thought, especially as a kind of intuitive
theory, may obscure the true nature of speciesconceptsand how they are
embeddedwithin the broader system of biological knowledge. Severalnew
lines of empiricalwork are suggested.
Much of our discussionexamineshow biological thought in general and
speciesconcepts in particular develop in the child. We take such a developmenta
perspectivebecause(1) it tells us what sorts of information might
be most salient to the naive mind, and (2) it suggestswhat might be the
most fundamentalblasesthat we all have in thought about the living world.
Between the empiricist and nativist extremes there are many gradations
and combinations. Our goal here is not to allocate responsibility to these
two extremesas much as it is to explore what eachmay contribute to a more
complex interactive model of where speciesconceptscome &om and what
makesthem special. We do so by trying to clarify what informational patterns
might be both distinctive to living kinds and salient to humans, and by
asking what sorts of cognitive blasesmight interact with that information,
even if those blasesthemselvesare not always reservedexclusively for biological
phenomena.
THE GENERAL NATURE OF FOLKBIOLOGICAL mOUGHT
"
Any notions of speciesare embeddedwithin broader systemsof belief about
biological kinds. One cannot understandwhat a dog is without also knowing
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something about animal life cycles, nutritional needs, and the like. For.that
reason, it is helpful to consider how views of intuitive biological thought
have changed in recent years (e.g., Medin and Atran 1999). It has become
commonplaceto argue that lay people throughout the world possessrichly
structured beliefs about the living world that might be thought of as intuitive
or naive theories about biological processes and systems- such as
, and death ( Medinand Atran 1999).
growth , reproduction, digestion, disease
beliefs
as
theories
or mental models, however,
Characterizationsof these
may carry with them somewhatmisleadingideasabout how that knowledge
is representedin the mind of the individual. It might seemthat the knowledge
must be an explicit set of beliefs connectedtogether in the tightly coherent
manner of a formal scientific theory and that the models must contain concrete
, imagelike components whose interactions can be clearly visualized.
Folk theories would then be said to differ from formal scientific ones only in
terms of the particular setsof beliefs they embraceand not so much in terms
of their generalformat. Thus, a belief that demonic possessioncausesdisease
contagion might have very much the samekind of mechanisticset of lawful
relations as a belief that germs causediseasecontagion. (Keil et al. 1999).
But a closer look at intuitive biological theories and perhapsat many theories
in the more formal sciencesreveals something quite different from an
explicit set of propositions all linked together in a tightly connected, logically
consistent, and coherent set of inferences. Most people have strikingly
little knowledge of the detailed mechanismsat work in their own bodies, let
alone in other animals and plants. An exceedingly simple gloss may be all
that is known, such as food contains energy and that the body uses that
energy as a kind of fuel to power muscles, which makeus move. This simple
functional schematamay then occasionallyget filled with local mechanisms
and gradually becomeinterconnectedin somewhatlarger and more coherent
structures, but only the smallestpercentageof people in any culture can tell
you much of anything about the full causalchain that goes from the ingestion
of food to the production of a motor movement basedon the energy in
that food.
. They
Yet people seemto have far more than a set of functional schemata
classes
of
of
abstract
and
often
seemto have general
ways choosing among
explanations about biological phenomena, even though these explanations
may be equally satisfactoryfrom a functional point of view. An explanation
of mechanismsof digestion in "terms of a mechanismin which food particles
are converted to light that is routed around the body before being transformed
into muscle energy would be vastly less plausible to most adults
than a mechanismthat invoked transformation of food into a kind of fluid
" fuel " even if both mechanismswere
,
ultimately wrong .
above
the level of specificmechanisms
of
sorts
,
are
several
There
things,
kinds
about
and
believe
that adults and possibly children know
biological
and. that nonethelessmight be distinctive to those kinds and thereby make
biological thought different:
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1. We know that certain kinds of properties and relations tend to be central
to explanations in biology and to the stability of various biological phenomenad
. Boyd, chapter 6 in this volume). For example, (a) color is likely
to playa more important causalrole in explaining functions of most living
kinds than in explaining functions of most artifacts; (b) size variation might
matter less for most living kinds than for most artifacts; (c) difficulty of
Bnding instancesmay be more important for artifacts; (d) sensitivity to temperature
is more important to living kinds, as is (e) th~ir age or stage of
development.
2. We know that certain kinds of causalpatternings might be distinctive to
living kinds and to explanationsabout their nature. Patternsof causalhomeostasismay appearto be richer and more interconnected(Boyd, chapter 6 in
this volume). Causalmechanismsmay changemore dramatically as one goes
from " inside" a biological kind to its outside, but not for artifacts and nonliving
natural kinds. We may expect the time course of bounded causal
events for biological systemsto have a certain duration that is distinctive in
comparisonto the time .coursefor either artifacts or nonliving natural kinds.
Artifacts tend to have immediatecauseand effects, whereasliving things can
have a far more delayed reaction to events; for example, a plant may not
'
yield fruit now becauseit wasnt watered enough a month ago.
3. We know that living kinds may have certain causalpowers even if we
don' t know the mechanismsfor thesepowers or their functions. For example,
we might know that humanstend to sneezewhen they go rapidly from dim
light to bright light , but we may have absolutely no idea how that happens
or for what possible reason. The specmccausalpowers of living things may
be quite different in nature and kind from the causalpowers of other sorts of
things and could thereby give a distinctive structure of biological thought
without knowledge of mechanisms
.
4. We may also carry distinctive blasesabout aspectsof biological entities
and events- blasesthat may not be correct, but that powerfully constrain
our beliefs and explanationsabout biological phenomenanonetheless.These
blasesmight include the notions that living kinds have fixed inner essences
that guide the expression
and maintenanceof many .of their phenomenal
.
and
that
their
properties
properties are likely to be present for functional
"
"
reasons
.
The
essentialist
bias for living kinds becomesparticularly
adaptive
important later when we examine the developmental course of naive folk
biology .
s. We may have notions of how aspectsof biological knowledge might be
distributed in the minds of others such that we believe that there are people
who know certain things about living kinds and thus can answer our questions
. Becausewe cannot understandall the details of most mechanisms
, we
all learn to divvy up knowledge responsibilities, and part of our understanding
of a phenomenon becomesknowing how to accessrelevant areas of
expertise that others have generated. Biological knowledge and most other
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areas of scientific understanding have this critical social component ( Wilson
and Kei I1998 ). Notice , however , that historically and in most cultures even
today , the richness of and social apportionment of knowledge about the biological
world far exceeds the richness of knowledge about the rest of the
natural world , such as elements and compounds or weather systems or the
stars. The cognitive division of knowledge responsibilities may therefore be
far and away the most developed in the biological realm.
It is possible that we may have different expectations about how such
knowledge is distributed for biological kinds than we do about how it is distributed
for other sorts of kinds . For example , it may be that we expect natural
kind expertise to be more tied to species or types and artifact expertise
to be related to mechanisms or processes. Thus , we have vets , gardeners,
pediatricians , and entomologists , on the one hand , and electricians , plumbers ,
and carpenters, on the other . It seems plausible that this distinction is because
knowledge of living kinds has historically begun with the organism and analyzed
inward , whereas expertise about nonliving things would consist of
grasping a process or mech~ sm and learning to exploit it for functional
means across types . Moreover , as science progress es and we learn more
about biological mechanisms, we can analyze them more in terms of pro "
"
cesses. This distinction may therefore be dissolving as cross-type domains
of living kind knowledge develop , such as microbiology or evolutionary
biology .
There are many forms of implicit knowledge one could have of living
things . Explanatory knowledge of most phenomena can, by necessity , capture
only part of the richness and complexity of causal structure in a domain .
We therefore cannot ever have full mechanistic knowledge , but at the same
time we have more than a collection of surface impressions or skeletal functional
schemata. That our knowledge and understanding might be largely
organized in these different forms , however , is not always appreciated , and
part of the reason it is difficult to see may be that we all tend to have a vividness
illusion regarding our own understandings . People may often assume
they have complete or extensive mechanistic understanding of a domain
when they do not . They might have observed the inner workings of a car
engine or a heart or a bicycle derail leur and be convinced that they have an
imagelike mental model of how that system works . They might confidently
predict their ability to explain exactly what happens in each step of the
causal event sequence that characterizes the entity in question ; yet when
querled about such mechanisms, they might reveal glaring ignorance and
inconsistencies . They seem to think that understanding arises from clockwork
kinds of vivid concrete steps, and because they have a strong sense of
understanding , they assume they have that kind of clockwork knowledge .
Later , we discuss how the vividness illusion may help us understand why
mowledge does not always develop from concrete images of interacting components
to more abstract notions about property types and their interactions .
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Just as we tend to overestimate the centrality of such clockwork mechanisms
in our adult understandings , we may tend to overestimate their seminal role
in development .
In the end, any notions of species must be powerfully influenced by how
we view adult biological knowledge in general . If , for example , we believe
that having an essence is a critical part of a species concept , then we must be
able to say how we could have a notion of essence without any sort of concrete
understanding of what is inside animals and plants . And if we think
species are entities with properties that help maintain the survival and integrity
of that kind , we must be able to say how we know those patterns of
maintenance without knowing many of the details . Almost any way one
tries to flesh out the nature of species concepts is powerfully influenced
by this view of biological knowledge in general . The species concepts cannot
be understood without understanding how it fits into a larger system of folk
biology .

CHILDR~ 'I, FOLK
, ANDSCIENTISTS
'
Lay people are not children relative to scientists; thus , the study of children s
biological concepts is not equivalent to studying biological concepts in
'
people who don t work in the science of biology . All adults have many
interactions with the biological world . Even the most nature phobic and
jaded urban dweller thinks about the food and drink he consumes and their
consequences on his bodily functioning , or about the diseases he encounters
in others and how they might influence his own biological state. Adults have
spent thousands of more hours having such thoughts than a young child has,
and they have surely developed much richer and more elaborate systems of
knowledge . As we look across many different cultures , however , we turn to
development as highlighting emerging and invariant universal properties of
biological thought , for those properties that seem to emerge the earliest
might well be the most universal . They may have much more elaborated
forms in adults , but examining acquisition may help uncover a core form .
Views of the emergence of biological thought have changed dramatically
in recent years . Older accounts described children as going through general
stages of cognitive development that would make completely unavailable to
them any real notions of biology . Piaget ( 1954 ), for example , thought of
"
"
young children as having animistic tendencies in which they endowed a
great many things , living and not , with beliefs and desires and explained
their properties and actions in such terms. They did not have any notion of
plants and animals as forming a common kind of biological things . But these
stage views of cognitive development fell from grace in the late 1970s and
early 1980s as closer and more systematic examinations of knowledge
acquisition did not reveal such stages in which children progressed from
having one sort of representational and computational capacity to a qualita -
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tively different one (e.g ., Gelmanand Baillargeon 1983). Alternative conceptions
focusedon developmentalpatterns in specificbounded domains- such
as biological thought, theory of mind, naive physical mechanics
, and number.
This domain specificity approachfound a natural affinity with the notion of
conceptsas embeddedin larger systemsof explanation or intuitive theories.
"
"
Despite occasionaltalk of theories of everything, the notion of theory
tends to imply a bounded domain of phenomenaexplained by that theory
with little reasonto think that theoretical knowledge in one domain should
necessarilyextend to all other domains. Within that framework, two main
themesemergedwith respectto the emergenceof biological thought.
One theme argued that younger children (e.g ., before age seven) really did
not have an appreciationof biology as a coherentset of phenomenaand that
they often explainedbiological phenomenain socialand psychological terms
(Carey 1985). Thus, they might see sleeping as causedby feeling tired and
wanting to sleep, and they might see its function as satisfying those needs.
Similarly, they might explain eating in terms of the sensory pleasuresof
ingesting food and in terms of the social interactions that happen at meal
times. They would completely ignore the physiological aspects of these
processes. In these accounts, the children would then undergo radical conceptual
changesin which an intuitive biology emerged, and now they would
explain the samephenomenain completely different terms. An alternative
accounthas emergedfrom severallaboratories(KeiI1992 , 1998; Hatano and
Inagaki 1996; Wellman and Gelman 1998), however, that suggeststhat even
young preschoolersdo have some senseof the domain of biology and have
a distinctive mode of biological thought. Their failures on many tasks concerning
biological knowledge are attributed to their not knowing specific
mechanismsand to sometimesmisunderstandingwhich frame of reference
(social versusbiological) is being askedfor in a task (Gutheil, Vera, and Keil
1998) rather than to a complete lack of an intuitive biology , which is seenas
couchedin the more implicit forms discussedearlier.
In addition to preferring some mechanismsmore than others, young children
also often know how knowledge of a specificmechanismis likely to be
related to understanding of another mechanism
, even when they have no
direct knowledge of either mechanism
. For example, in one study in progress
in our laboratory, children as young as five years of age often respond in an
adultlike mannerto the following question:
Louise knows all about why kids get a secondset of teeth. Cathy knows all
about why babiescan get afraid of strangers. Who knows why teenagerslike
to listen to so much music?
Many five-year-old children judge that knowledge about behavioral
"
mechanismsis more likely
. to hang together" in the minds of experts (e.g .,
Cathy is more likely to know about the teenagerspredilection for music)
than will a mixture of biological and behavioral mechanisms(e.g., where
Louise would know more about the teenagers) even though they usually
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have no explicit notions of the mechanismswhatsoever. Indeed, when asked
about the mechanisms
, most of them will quickly say they have no idea. Yet,
at somelevel thesechildren are aware that the kinds of processes involved in
stranger fear and positive feelings toward music are more similar to each
other conceptually than those processes involved in explaining deciduous
teeth. The conversealso seemsto hold- namely, if there are two questions
about biological mechanismsand one about behavioral mechanisms
, an
expert in one of the biological questionsis judged more likely to know more
about the other biological question than about the behavioral one. These
sorts of results raise the question, What do young children know about biology
that guides their judgments in suchtasks?
More generally, it seemsthat we do not want to think of young children
as only capable of having " concrete" impressions of biological processes
wherein specificmechanismsor models are explicitly visualized. Contrary to
many decadesof claimsthat younger children are bound to think in concrete
terms and can grasp more abstract relations only later, it often seemsthat
knowledge can shift from the abstract to the concrete in development
(Simonsand Keil1995 ). We adopt here the view that even preschoolershave
an intuitive sense, often at a highly implicit level, of biological phenomenaas
being distinct from one another, and we ask what that perspectivesuggests
about speciesconceptsand how they develop. One of the most robust findings
of that developmentalstory hasbeen the discovery of very early beliefs
in essencesfor living kinds.
How might a child come to believe more strongly in essencesfor living
kinds than for other sorts of things? We've seen that such a strong belief
might arise not only from real informational differencesbetween the causal
structures responsiblefor biological kinds and those structures responsible
for other sorts of kinds, but also from cognitive blasesthat might be related
to those differences. Yet another sourceof information might be parents, but
in a surprisingly subtle and implicit manner. Parentsdo not tell children that
, but they do talk about living kinds quite differently
things have essences
from the way they talk about artifacts and in ways that would seemto suggest
a hidden structure with greater richnessfor living kinds (Gelman et al.
1998). Parentsdo not provide didactic explanationsof hidden properties and
their causalconsequences
. Instead, they seem to indicate in more abstract
different
ways through
patterns of reference- what sorts of things are
kinds and that some kinds are likely to have richer essences
. They also provide
hints as to what sorts of things are more likely to be taxonomically
embedded.
. We do not yet' know how much influence this subtle pattern of language
has on the child s conceptual development, but it does point out a third
dimension that might interact with cognitive blases and intrinsic informational
differences. We now need to examinethe content of this essenceconcept
that adults and children readily attach to living kinds.
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CEOFFSSEN
CE
All of us may succumbto essentialistblasesthat compel us to assumeand
look for those critical aspectsof kinds that allow us to make powerful inferences
. Gelman and Hirschfeld (1999) contrast three types of " psychological
" : sortal ideal and causal. Sorial essence
essentialism
refers to critical defining
,
,
featuresor, in other words, singly necessaryand jointly sufficient setsof features
for determining category membership- an accountthat seemsto work
for only a small set of real-world concepts, however. Ideal essence
refers to
nonexistent perfect cases. The ideal essenceof parallel lines has no real
counterpartsbecauseno physical system can perfectly embody parallelism.
refers to something about a kind that results in its
Finally, causalessence
of
its
most
having many
typical and stable properties. The nature of that
"
" is critical. Most
commonly, it seemsto be thought of as a fixed
something
inner entity that has multiple causaleffects. That entity might be a kind of
substance(the essenceof gold being atoms with gold' s number of protons)
or an informational code (the DNA sequences] correspondingto tigers) or a
process.
Despite much talk about essencein recent years, it still is not clear how
most lay people actually conceive of essencesor whether the blases are
much stronger in younger children and in thought about somesorts of kinds
rather than about others. Medin and Ortony (1988) have suggestedthat we
can often believe in an essencewithout any idea of what the essenceactually
"
is- that we have an essence place holder" concept without the concept of
the essenceitself. This senseof essencemakesclearerhow it could be a bias
without specificcontent. But the place holder notion may overlook a related
set of beliefs, for even as people commonly believe in essenceswithout
, they still might prefer some sorts
knowing any details about those essences
of future details to others. Thus, there might be a physicalist bias, whereby
"
"
people prefer essencesto be seenas objects or stuff rather than kinds of
processes. Teaching that photosynthesisis the essenceof green plants might
be less compelling than teaching that it is a certain DNA sequence
, even
though the processof photosynthesismay be much more directly connected
causallyto a far greater range of phenomenalproperties of plants.1For speciesconcepts, then, notions of essencemay be absolutely essential,
yet we have little idea of what sorts of constraints there might be on
. Sometheorists have argued that notions of essencehave
notions of essence
had extraordinary limiting effectson how we think about speciesin the context
of evolutionary thought. Hull (1965), for example, talks about how
"
"
Ari .stotelianessentialismcauseda 2,000 year stasisin evolutionary thought
becauseit assumedthat specieshad fixed essencesand thereby could not
explain how new speciescould evolve through natural selection. The notion
of speciesas a probabilistic concept, a distribution of types, seemedto be
foreclosedby the essentialistbias even though that notion of distribution is
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critical to understanding how evolution through natural selection could
actually occur. But what notions of essencewere involved in Aristotelian
essences
? Hull ' s reference to Aristotle suggests something like the sortal
essence
, yet for much of folk biology , the causalessenceseemsmore appropriate
. A causal essence
, however, is not on its own incompatible with a
notion.
Indeed, Boyd' s notion of causalhomeostasis(seechapter
probability
6 in this volume), a process wherein speciesproperties are maintained in
stableconAgurations, fully allows for speciesthemselvesto changeover time
as a consequenceof natural selection, yet that kind of processmight well be
a form of causalessence
. The fixednessof essencewould seentto arise from
a cognitive bias toward not appreciating a process such as causalhomeostasis, either becauseprocesses in general are not preferred or becauseany
probabilistic componentsto suchprocesses are not allowed.
The problem of an essenceis that it seemsindirectly or probabilistically
related to the features of an organism
, but directly related to its categorization
" will
. That is to say, an organism with a leopard " essence
resemble
a leopard ceterisparibus, but not if some freak dietary anomaly prevents it
from developing a certain pigmentation pattern: it will neverthelessbe a
leopard under an essentialistconception. The question, then, is what features
licensethis ascription of an essenceof a certain type, sincean essenceis also
a basisfor ignoring features?
The riddle about causal essenceis that unlike both sortal and ideal essences
, causalrelations in the real world are rarely strictly necessary
. Because
the entities within a folk theory are usually loosely framed, there can be no
necessarycausallaws holding between the entities as there can be between
entities in a more rigid scientific framework. Therefore, some degree of
probability always seemsto be associatedwith causalrelations occurring in
the real world , even if in some casesthat probability is exceedingly high.
Are lay notions of causality ignorant of suchprobabilities, or does probability
somehow otherwise get ignored as notions of causeand essencebecome
intertwined? Peopleoften seemto know that an event may causea particular
effect, but not always. Eating rotten meat usually causesone to feel sick, but
not always. Sexual relations causethe emergenceof babies sometime later,
but certainly not alw,ays. These probabilistic relations are part of how all of
us talk every day: why , then, cannot there be a kind of causalessencethat
is probabilistic? It would seem that the psychological constraints on causal
essencestrongly discourage certain forms. Perhaps the psychologically
appealingsenseof causalessenceultimately requiresthe notion of fixed stuff,
rather than a process, as the initial cause, and even if that stuff has only
, its very nature is not at all probabilistic.
. probabilistic causalconsequences
Given these considerations, there is the additional problem of the scope
of an essence
: how 'it is seen to vary within living kind hierarchies. Is the
"
"
essence a type- the DNA sequencevarying by " product type and brand"
like a supermarketbar code - or is it a token, an essenceas individual as a
fingerprint? Or is it the case that the hypothesized essentialistbias easily
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admits gradations of similarity between tokens that can be used to categorize
them into types? Although it may be more correct to think of a continuum
of DNA similarity that is, perhaps arbitrarily, divided up into
,
speciescognitive bias may pull us away from this idea.
In their pioneering studies on prototype concepts, Rosch and Mervis
1975
(
) asked subjects to grade the typicality of various living kinds. For
example, a robin was graded as a more typical bird than a duck, and these
ratings predicted speedon tasks such as lexical decision. Furthermore, Rips
(1975) found that the typicality gave rise to asymmetricjudgments: subjects
thought it more likely that a duck could catch a diseasefrom a robin than
that a robin could catch a diseasefrom a duck. This asymmetry could be
interpreted as pointing toward an essentialistbias. Rather than it being the
case that robins and ducks simply have a certain degree of similarity, it
seemsto be the casethat we conceive of robins as having a " stronger bird
"
essence than ducks, so if something affectsa robi,nas a typical bird, it seems
more likely to affect a duck than vice versa.
An essentialistfolk theory may suggestthat biological factors suchas susceptibly
to a certain diseaseattach not only to robins, but to their essenceas
birds; thesefactors are hence, more likely to extend to a duck. Can the same
senseof essencethat gives us the concept of speciesalso make one species
more central than another in a higher-level category, suchas bird?
These issuesmake obvious the need for an extensive set of psychological
studies that ask what constraints there might be on different notions of
essence
. We can further askhow those notions might changeover the course
of cognitive development in the child- of moving from novice to expert
knowledge - and how they vary acrosskinds. In addition, they may vary
acrosskinds from the earliestpoints in conceptualdevelopment, or they may
start as a more common vague notion that gradually differentiates with
increasingknowledge in each domain. In short, people do seemto have an
essentialistbias and perhapsepecially so for living kinds, a bias that power, but we have only begun to understand
fully influencestheir conceptsof species
the real psychologicalnature of this bias.

THE VIVID ILLUSIONOF SPECIFS
So far we have put forward several claims about the nature of our concepts
of living kinds , and it seems that there might be a common underlying cognitive
explanation . Given that folk biological thought seems both void of
specific mechanisms and inclined toward certain types of explanation , and
that we have a strong bias toward essences in living kinds , it now seems
plausible to seek an account of the type of illusion discussed earlier , whereby
people have a tendency .to assume that they have a vivid , clockwork knowl
~ ge of certain mechanisms.
This illusion is similar to one that has been repeatedly demonstrated in
recent ye~ s in studies of visual memory and indeed may arise from common
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mental sources. In those studies, people look at scenes
, often quite simple
ones, and assert that they have a clear memory of what it contained. Yet
when tested, they can be strikingly ignorant of the details of the scenethey
just observed. They not only mistakenly rememberdifferent colors, textures,
and surfacepatterns on objects, but also often fail to notice in a recognition
task when completely different objects are in the scene(e.g ., Simons 1996).
They do, however, have quite good memoriesfor the spatial layout of the
objects in the scene- the general relational topology of objects- even
when they forget the details. With dynamic objects and systems, people
seem to retain good understandingsof the functional 'layout " while often
losing all the details of particular discretecomponentsin that layout .
The vividness illusion in the mechanismsof folk biology might be seen
in terms of a misleading dispositional bias: a variant of the " fundamental
attribution error" ( Nisbett and Ross 1980) whereby folk tend to think dispositionall
about other people, assumingthat inner essences
, more than situational
factors, explain the behaviors of others (Miller 1996). This bias has
been shown to extend beyond conceptsof people to conceptsof other entities
in the world , such as a chip of wood in a turbulent stream (Peng and
Nisbett forthcoming). It may be that living kinds are far more powerful triggers
of the bias than are most other kinds.
A very general cognitive bias may be at work here as well: the tendency
to focus on what are known in statistics as main effects and not on interactions
. It may be simpler and more cognitively compelling to think of a
kind being created by either intrinsic essentialproperties or environmental
forces, rather than by an interaction between the two . Therefore, being
aware of some salient endogenous factors may lead to an overzealous
assumptionof almost exclusively endogenousforces.
The reasonsfor these illusions or blasesare not clear, but they may well
have cognitive benefitsat somelevel. For scenes
, they perhapshelp build the
of
a
continuous
flow
of
impression
experience; for systems, they may help
build an impressionof a continuous chain of understandingwithout explanatory
gaps.
The question with regard to speciesand essentialismis whether a kind of
illusion is created wherein patterns of causalhomeostasisresult in the relative
stability of property clusters, which are then mistakenly assumedto be
stable not becauseof that homeostaticprocess, but rather becauseof a fixed
physical causal source. That is, causal homeostasiscausesstable property
clusters, which in turn causethe impressionof a fixed physical essence
. We
know that people succumbto a vividness illusion in severalways. There may
be the corresponding assumption that stable property clusters must have
.
stable physical sources. The relative stability of property clusters that
, as opposed to those clusters that do
emerge through causalhomeostasis
not, may be so great in relative terms that it leadsto the erroneousassumption
of absolute stability . Then, the cognitive bias toward essencesmight
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consist of positing a stable property for living kinds as a kind of simplifying
heuristic.
- that
Many argue that living kinds have a much richer causalstructure
That
causal
.
al.
et
forthcoming)
they are causally more complex (Gelman
.
essence
of
causal
complexity is then thought perhapsto trigger impressions
But complexity is notoriously difficult to define and measure, and a little
reflection makesone worry about any absolutedifferencesbetween artifacts
and living kinds in terms of causalcomplexity. To be sure, the vast majority
of living kinds have more complex causalinternal processes that give rise to
surfaceprocesses and to activities. When one includes external social and
cultural factors that help explain why artifacts are as they are, however,
artifacts have vastly more causalcomplexity connectedto such cultural and
social properties than most living kinds have.
be at work. The
Again, more subtle and more interesting differencesmay
socioculturalcausalfactors for artifacts may not be nearly as bounded as are
the other causalfactors for most living kinds. That is, they do not neatly
circumscribethe artifact. To know why chairs are the way they are, one has
to look at economics, body shapes, and physiological needs in a vastly
extendedcausalnetwork that does not cluster tightly around chairs.
Whereasartifacts may have causalfactors that are distributed acrosssoci
ocultural factors, living kinds seemto have a more bounded, visceral pattern
of causalhomeostasis. Perhapsliving kinds are different in the respect that
the causalcluster for each one is more of a denseisland in a sea of weaker
and lesscausallycomplex interconnections. Again, there is a strong intuition
here, but it needsto be examinedin an experimentalmanner to seeif people
see living kinds as forming more dense and distinct clusters (Seealso Ahn ,
1998 on why different featuresare central for artifacts and natural kinds.).
We all accept that the notion of essenceis not unique to thought about
for living kinds even
living kinds, but its strength and power seemstrongest
in
such cases. Thus, at
fixed
of
entity
when it may be least correct as a kind
the cognitive level and perhapsalso becauseof the specialnature of living
character, one that
things, essencesof living kinds seemto have a different
may be more cognitively compelling.
, but again that
Artifacts are not normally thought of as having essences
notion dependson notions of essencethat remainlargely unanalyzed. Certain
devicesphysically
physical constraintsmakeonly sometwo wheeledpedaled
. The angle of the
1990
and
Olson
)
as
useful
(
Kyle
stableand thereby
bicycles
" are
"
the
that
completely unridable as
bicycles
&ont fork can be changedso
a
Thus
, pattern of causalhomeothey start to oscillatein an unstablemanner.
stasismakesa stablefunctional unit, and only certain properties qualify in the
? If
of the essenceof bicycle
pa'ttern for that unit. Are suchcausalpatterns part
not , what makestheir caseso different &om the patterns for some animals?
lie in the belief that for living
~ t a psychological level, the difference may
kinds, there is some sort of fixed stuff that gives rise to the patterns of
homeostasis
, a belief that seemscounterintuitive for most artifacts.
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SPECIES
CONCEPTS
AS A DISTINCTKIND OF CATEGORIZADON
A speciesconceptis a kind of categorization
. It treatsa classof living things
asequivalentin importantrespects
, andthat equivalence
thenlicensespowerful
inductions
, whichis presumably
why species
conceptsaresouseful.But
inductivepower is said to be a key motivationfor almostall
cognitively
naturalcategories
; what else, beyondessence
, is distinctiveabout species
? Thereappearto be manyqualitative
conceptsasopposedto otherconcepts
distinctionsbetweenliving kinds and artifacts
, includinghow taxonomies
,
teleology, and exemplarsare construed
, yet the questionremainswhether
or not thesedifferences
aredue to quantitativedifferences
in the spreadof
causalhomeostatic
.
patterns
Living kinds are saidto be muchmore deeplyembeddedin taxonomies
thanareothersortsof kinds, andthroughoutthe world, all
peoplesseemto
realizethis taxonomiccharacter
on
in
very early
(Atran, chapter
development
9 in this volumeand 1998). Abundantevidencenow showsthat this taxonomicassumption
is very powerfulfor living kindsandprobablynot nearly
aspowerfulfor othersortsof kinds(althoughthe latterhavenot been
nearly
ascarefullyor systematically
studied). However, whatis it aboutliving kinds
that leadsto this taxonomicassumption
? As with essences
, it is not so clear
what "triggers" the assumption
. Thus, it is not so objectivelyobviousthat
living kindsoccurin moredeeplyembedded
hierarchies
. Thereare, afterall,
quite deephierarchiesfor many naturallyoccurringcompounds(kinds of
rocks, soils, gems, etc.). For example
, the UnitedStatesDepartmentof Agriculture
a
four
basic
gives
layered
taxonomyof soil types- categorizing
, to
takeone instance
from
histolsolsto fibriststo sphagnofibrists
,
that areper, depth of hierarchyis not evidentlya cue. Similarly, there
gelic. Therefore
arevery rich hierarchies
for manyclasses
of artifacts.The U.S. PatentOffice
has more than five hundred classesof artifacts
: meanderingdown the
" has
scheme
, of thesefive hundred
, the class"Surgery
forty divisions,within
" has
which "Prosthetics
within which "Leg" hasnine, and of these
,
twenty
"Socket
" hassix
. Evenif the hierarchies
of living kindsaregenerally
categories
, it is not at all clearthat their depth in itself is responsiblefor
deeper
their being seentaxonomically
. Thus, thereis no evidenceto supportthe
intuition that deeperhierarchies
aremoretaxonomicallycompelling
. If depth
doesn't predicta senseof taxonomyfor the nonlivingworld, why shouldit
be a factorin theliving world?
-relatedtaxonomies
Do thesespecies
provide the only apparentways to
kinds
eventhoughtherearemultiplewaysfor other sortsof
classifyliving
kinds? No. Animalscanbe classified
aspredatorsor prey, asdomesticated
or
wild, or asedibleor not, or they canbe classifiedwithin theoriesthat focus
on phylogenetics
, ecology, and so on. It is difficult to know how to count
. the ways, but it is not obviousthat
.
living kindsaredifferentin this respect
.
Evenin folk biology, we seetreesand nontrees
asone way of sortingplants
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that is at intrinsicoddswith sortingby morecommonspeciesnames(Dupre
1981).
Do taxonomiesfor living kindshavemoresalientpropertiesat eachlevel
to nonlivingnatural
? Perhapsthat is the casein comparison
of the hierarchy
featuresat many
distinctive
of
kinds, but manyartifactshavepowerfulsets
. Perhapsthere is a
levels, and those featureslicensepowerful inductions
-levelconcepts(Roschet ale1976) turn out
moresubtledifferencehere. Basic
- suchasfurniture, clothing, and
artifacts
some
for
to be muchmorerobust
. That is, the basiclevel for
kinds
vehicles than they do for most living
a vastlyricherfeatureclusterthanis presentat
artifacts(e.g., chair) represents
level(e.g., furniture); the basiclevelalsoofferscorrespondingly
the superordinate
. With living kinds, however, the superordinate
manymoreinductions
level, suchasmammal
, is muchricherin natureand morefull of distinctive
more
propertiesthanit is for mostartifactkinds. Thisdifferencemaysuggest
of
less
thereis
taxonomiccontinuitybetweenlevelsof living thingsbecause
,
a jump in featuredensityasonemovesup or down a level. For that reason
artifact
for
relief
in
much
out
categories
the basiclevel tendsto stand
sharper
"data
that level morestronglyand
demarcating
, with most experimental
whenartifactsareusedasstimuli(Roschet ale1976).
unambiguously
for otherkinds
andcategories
Anothercontrastbetweenspecies
categories
that
the
teleological
argumentbeing
is said to revolve aroundteleology,
however
form
, this
a
In
.
,
work only with living kinds
simple
interpretations
.
their
, as do
parts In a
argumentis clearlywrong. Artifactshavepurposes
moresubtleform, however, this view may offer an importantcontrast.One
doesnot normallyaskaboutthe purposesof animalsaswhole entities, but
domesticated
only aboutthe purposesof aspectsof them(the exceptionis highly
are
functionalspecies
, suchas hunting dogs). Suchquestions completely
aredifferent
categories
, however.Thus, species
normalaboutartifacts
when
and
directed
are
they are
in terms of where teleologicalquestions
unclear
remain
is
,
it
universal
how
and
exists
legitimate.Why this difference
however.
andsomecharacterization
of teleologicalunderstandings
Detailedanalyses
holistic
such
blocks
that
kinds
teleologicalinterpretations
is
about
it
of what
living
kindsto
and
between
contrast
the
nonliving
areneededfor
living
the
intention
human
,
guides holistic
work (d . Bloom 1996). With artifacts
, but why shouldintention be neededfor the holistic
teleologicalaccount
accountwhen it is not neededfor more local explanationsfor living kinds
, that webbedfeethelpananimalswimbetter)?
(for example
A Analcontrastmay circlearoundthe natureof the categorystructurein
. With somenaturalkinds, the
termsof bestexemplarsandwell deAnedness
'
, to useGelmans
best exemplarwould be somethinglike its sortalessence
"
"
. The
, for example
terminology: pure water is nothingbut H2Omolecules
in
framed
essence
ideal
some
to
closer
be
bestexemplarof an artifactwould
fast
be
,
would
,
easy
cheap
termsof its function, so the exemplarof computer
, and so on. However, determiningthe
to use, compatiblewith all platforms
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bestexemplarbecomes
moredifficultwhenthe functionis not easilyhamed:
What is the one-line functionaldefinitionfor churchor theinternet
?
How do we think of the exemplarsof living kinds? In somecases
, living
kindshavefunctionalvaluefor humanbeingsand canbe evaluatedon that
dimension
: the besttreesarethosewith the highestfruit yield, for
.
example
" : the
Or we might hamethe bestexemplarasthat whichfulfills its "
purpose
bestbutterfly is camouflaged
Hornpredators
, can extractnectarefficiently
,
lay a largenumberof eggs, and so on. But this hameworkbringsin all the
problemsof teleologydiscussedabove. In addition, how do we evaluate
how "doglike" a dog is? It couldbe the casethat we havesome
prototypeor
idealizedaverageof all dogs. Doesthis averageequatewith a
?
dog essence
Alternatively, we may havesomenotion that goesbeyondthe typicality of
of a homeostaticclusterof causal
perceptualfeaturesto a representation
. It becomesdifficult, however, to
propertiesthat are seento be significant
drawa firm distinctionbetweenliving andnonlivingkindson this criteriaof
well definedness
because
thereis considerable
variationwithin both classes
.
Well definedness
in itself may thereforenot be the cut betweenartifacts
andliving kindsbecause
they both havefuzzyaspects
, but the fuzzlness
may
occurin differentwaysfor the two kinds. Furthermore
, it seemsthat when
morerigid criteriaareappliedin the evaluationof
living kinds, thosekinds
arebeingmeasured
in relationto somefunctionalgoal, eventhe seemingly
hollow purposeof winning a dog show. In short, species
conceptsmay be
importantlydifferentHornother sortsof conceptsthat categorizekinds, but
the dimensions
anddegreesof differencearestill unclear
.
It seems
, therefore
, that speciesconceptsmay be distinctin severalways
that go beyondnotionsof essence
andthat arenot closelyrelatedto patterns
of causalhomeostasis
. The detailsof the psychologicaldifferences
between
thesewaysarejust beginningto be uncovered
, however.

CONCLUSIONS
Speciesconceptsseemindeed to reflect a specialkind of categorization. Several
cognitive blasesmay interact with some very distinctive informational
patterns of living kinds, such as a disposition toward certain types of properties
and relations, as well as a tendency to discretize these homeostatic
patterns into an essenceof some sort. But it is clear that all of thesepsychological
contrasts are just beginning to become apparent. The nature of a
speciesconceptis mostly a placeholder at presentand is &amedby only the
softest and vaguest of constraints. We therefore do not really know much
about how it is that speciesconceptsarise, but this lack of
knowledge should
.
not be discouraging becausefor the first time we are now in a
position to
learn a great deal more about how those concepts
emerge in development
and become used by adults. The rapid growth of work on
biological
thought, especially in cross-cultural and developmental perspectives, has
helpe.d set up a &amework in which it is now possible to pose highly
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detailed questionsabout speciesconcepts- such as how children have them
early on, even though they have few concrete details of what an essence
might be. We now seemore clearly the different ways in which folk biology
is likely to be mentally representedand especiallyhow it is not. Even more
important, we now seehow these issuescan be better understood through
of results
empirical study of both children and adults. Very different patterns
are possible in such studies, and those patterns will make a profound difference
in our understanding of what it means psychologically to have the
conceptof a species.
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NOTES
'
)
1. As an aside
, it is interestingto note the similaritiesbetweenMcRaeandcolleagues(1997
concepts
representing
of anattradorspaceasa way of describinga cognitivemechanism
discussion
' s (1996) claimthattheconceptof spedesshouldbeunderstood
andGoodwinandWebster
" seeGriffiths,
"
Geld
(
chapter
in biologytheoryin termsof an attradorspaceor a morphonogenic
.
8 in thisvolume)
2. Somesort of cognitivebiasmaybe favoringthenotionof DNA in lay thinkingaboutliving
in this volume,
of living kinds. As arguedelsewhere
kindsandappropriatingit as the essence
more
be
can
there
because
variability
DNA is not a sufficienttool with whichto dividespecies
, it appearsasif the scientifictermDNA hasbeen
within speciesthanbetweenthem. However
andDNA divideup
, eventhoughessence
equatedwith someintuitive, folk notion of essence
groundsfor this bias,
the world in very differentways. We discussthe possiblepsychological
the notion of
but for now we might makethe observationthat whenpeoplemisunderstand
an
belie
make
mistakes
underlying
the
do
commonly
few
a
all
but
they
DNA asprobably
belief.
essentialist
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